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Catering - for your wedding, work party, festival, or next family gathering. Any event big or small, we have you covered!
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Hand-Made Mediterranean






Menu
Our made-from-scratch menu is based on traditional Mediterranean recipes, with our own signature Banzo touch. Our focus is on high-quality ingredients, which often come from local sources.


                    Our menu                                           food





Order Online
Don't get up. Make an order while sitting right where you are. The hand-made Mediterranean brought right to your door by one of our experienced drivers will always be fast and fresh.


                    Order now                                      







Catering
Having a party?
Let us cater your gathering with a heap of deliciously prepared food!
Book a catering
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Reviews
Review by - Google

                  Krystal Urman:
                  


Great tasting food and helpful staff.   Ate on the patio and all the tables were full but felt like you could still have a private conversation.  Also, it was a nice environment.  I tried my friends food because I just had soup, but was surprised when I tried a few things that I had tried and not liked before but their product was great.



Review by - Google

                  Michelle Kramer:
                  


This was my first experience at a Mediterranean-based restaurant.  We are from our of town and had forgotten masks,  but they saw us turn away and came out and offered one so we could place the order. She also offered individualized suggested based on what each of us said we like/dislike. It was extremely helpful and the results were on point. The food was amazing and we sat outside on the deck to eat. I'll definitely be back the next time I'm passing through!
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                  Erin Napier:
                  


Ordered pick-up. Tried a variety of food. Loved the shawarma chicken platter, baba ghanoush, and falafel. The pita bread was heavenly. Food was packaged nicely and ready at the specified time. Overall a great take-out/pick-up/delivery option on the Madison’s near east side. We will definitely order from Banzo again!
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                  Patbubo:
                  


I will never, and I mean never, ever ever forget how amazing Banzo is, not ever never ever again. I got a platter all my own sefs, and we got more falafel, sweet potato falafel, tabbouleh, roasted cauliflower, pita, more hummus, and their fantastic rice with lentils - and we ate like four queens for just over $50 AFTER tax and tip (the 3 sides for $10 is such a deal). And, okay, the GF pita here is mine... but the only other thing not GF on the menu is the tabbouleh. Next time I get the fried eggplant in there!
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                  Danica Rodriguez:
                  


This quaint and unassuming locale wowed us with five-star service,  fresh and honest ingredients, craft teas, delectable Turkish coffee and baklava. A must-try if you're passing through. Vegan and vegetarian options abound.
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Location

2105 Sherman Avenue
Madison, WI
53704


Hours

Dine-in, Take-out, Curbside pickup, & Delivery:
TUE-SAT:  11:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SUN-MON:  Closed


Find us on...

Facebook pageInstagram page

Contact us

(608)-441-2002
info@banzomadison.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


